THE ANTARCTICA & CONFERENCE
ROOM DREAM
9/11/21 AT 6:56 AM

Lord Jesus, I dreamed last night that I was being transported to many
locations, to many destinations all over the world. At each location I found
myself looking upon great cities of our world as if from the sky above. Why
I am seeing them I have yet to know! I saw Tokyo Japan, Moscow Russia,
Sydney Australia, Kuching Malaysia, Beijing China, Geneva Switzerland,
Paris France, Rome Italy, Warsaw Poland, London England, Dublin
Ireland, Guatemala City in Guatemala and Brussels Belgium. I saw still
yet Washington, DC in the United States and Fairfax, Virginia. Likewise,
I was at Ottawa, Canada and Auburn, Alabama. Then I saw Singapore in
Singapore … Wellington, New Zealand … Edinburgh, Scotland … Rio de
Janeiro in Brazil … New Delhi, India … Riyadh, Saudi, Arabia … Baghdad in
Iran … Egypt in Africa … Tel Aviv, Israel … Damascus, Syria … Laos, Vietnam
and Helsinki, Finland. I also visited Lisbon Portugal, New Britain in Papua
New Guinea, Fort Worth Texas, Galle in Sri Lanka and also Santa Rosa
California.
Why I was there or what I did while there, I don’t know yet, nor do I know
if these locations have anything in common at this moment in time? But
then I found myself being transported once again and this time it was to
the great Antarctica Circle, but here at this location it was diﬀerent. I
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found myself descending from the sky on the west side and when my feet
touched the snow and ice I immediately began walking toward the east.
In wonderment, I continued walking across this ice ﬁlled terrain! I began
to feel uneasy. I was sensing something…. something not quite right, and I
recognized the Holy Spirit was warning me that this was a very evil place.
Now I could feel a very strong evil presence here as I continued walking
across the terrain. It was beautiful to the eyes to behold, and I marveled at
such great beauty, with snow appearing the whitest and purest that I have
ever seen. Yet still I knew that hidden in this beauty somehow was great
evil.
As I came to about mid-center of this Antarctica circle, I began walking
slightly to the south yet still towards the east, so I was angling downward
while still proceeding to my right, and then I stopped. I felt this knowledge
drop into my spirit. Something is here, both spiritually evil as physically.
Something is in the snow, possibly frozen, or even possibly a hidden base
or location of some sort. I now feel many locations of some sorts are hidden
above and below this great Antarctica Circle region of land.
Then in my dream I was transported one last time, but this time I found
myself inside a large business type room with its long wooden conference
table and its many rolling type chairs that surrounded it. I noticed three
large wall monitors, each side by side to the other on the back wall, and
the dark blue carpet had the appearance of being of a commercial grade
quality. Each of the matching rolling chairs, I saw, were also upholstered
with a matching blue fabric that matched the blue carpeting. I began
looking around cautiously, when I heard a door open behind me to the le“.
I tried to duck for cover, but there was nowhere to hide. A man appeared
through the door and began walking toward me! I felt a sense of panic
begin rising up in me, but he didn’t notice me and actually passed right
through me, so apparently, I am invisible and unseen in this dream.
He walked toward the table towards one of the chairs and all I could see
was his back features. I could see though that he was carrying in his le“
hand a large briefcase type satchel or carrying case. Above the briefcase,
tucked under his arm, was a red manila type folder that was holding what
appeared to be many papers inside. This man was on the le“ side of the
huge conference table, which was centered directly in the middle of the
room! He stood before one of the chairs in front of this table, and he then
reached with his right hand, grabbed the thick red folder and laid it quickly
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upon the table in front of him. As he did, I saw in black, block style letters
the word ”Top Secretﬂ written upon its cover.
I could see the back and side view of this man’s head, and his once dark
hair shows signs of now being lightened by the graying of its roots. He
was dressed in a sharp looking black business suit, and he wore shiny black
shoes that tied with stiﬀ black shoestrings. I also noticed on his right hand
was a large, chunky type ring, but I couldn’t see the details of the ring
except for the number ”33ﬂ that is on its top, but I feel the 33 is for my
beneﬁt and not an original part of the ring. I also felt in this dream that
this is not a ring he o“en wears in the public’s eye. Furthermore, I saw the
man pull out the rolling chair that was directly in front of him and sit in it.
He was about midway of the long table. He opens the red top-secret manila
folder and begins looking through the paper documents inside.
Although I could not make out the features of this man’s face, I could
make out his receding hairline, so I felt he was an older man. He continued
1ipping through the many papers, and he then pulled out two of them and
laid them on the le“ side of the now opened red folder. He then proceeded
to pick up the other remaining stack of papers and 1ipped through them
again. Next, he selects a handful and picks them up with his le“ hand, and
lays the few remaining back on the right side of the top-secret red folder
with his other hand.
Not only that, but he then pushes himself backwards in the rolling chair
and stands up, papers still in his hands. Then he walks a little to the right
of the ﬁle on the table and begins laying these papers out before him
on the long table. 4…2…3…5 … 46…49…4:…23. All the way up to 33 I had
counted that he had spread out on the table before him yet some of these
papers were overlapping each other. I drew closer and when I looked down
at the papers, I saw they were all the same type of what seemed to be a
legal document written in a foreign language that in reality I don’t know!
But in this dream, I was able to read and understand it. At the top of
each document, it read ”Coalition Agreement!ﬂ Because he had overlapped
some of the papers, I couldn’t read everything that was written but on each
I did see what looked like stamped words in red on each of them which
were the words ”Classiﬁedﬂ and ”Signed.ﬂ
Then inside several of the actual bodies of these documents I saw names
of diﬀerent countries who I believe had joined this coalition and this was
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their signed original documents. Some of these names that I saw wereﬃ
Iraq, Serbia, Germany, Denmark, Iran, and Syria. I also saw partial letters
of some countries like ”Veneﬂ which I believe meant Venezuela possibly,
”Colﬂ which may be Columbia, and ”Mexﬂ which I also think is referring
to Mexico, but again I didn’t see the full countries names, so I can’t say that
these are the deﬁnite names.
Next, he walked back to the opened red ﬁle and picked up the two
remaining papers that he had laid aside, and I saw they were the same
type of legal documents. I saw the names of the countries of China and
North Korea on these two, but the stamping was diﬀerent. They each had
stamped in red the word ”Classiﬁedﬂ but instead of the word ”Signedﬂ they
had a larger size post-it notes in its place, and each read, ”Verbal Only,
Signature forthcoming a“er proof of strikes witnessed.ﬂ He laid these two
papers back on the red folder and even though his face still stayed in the
shadows, I could tell he had a triumphant and satisfactory grin that had
spread across his face. This man never spoke a word or uttered a sound but
worked quietly and eXciently with great purpose in all he had done.
Then he walked around the long conference table to the wall on its right
side, and I now noticed a huge wall map that was very, very detailed of our
world. Listed were the capital names of each country, the longitude and
latitude lines, the islands and bodies of water all identiﬁed on this map plus
UTC time all included. It was hung in a case with the front possibly made
from a clear type of acrylic plastic that had a locking door. The locking
mechanism, located on the right side near the bottom, took a strange type
of key. The end of the key would have to be made in a circle from the look
of this lock. As I moved closer to examine this map, I now noticed red ”ﬄﬂ
marks on diﬀerent locations across my great nation of America, and I felt
my heart leap inside me. I stood stunned as I watched this man with his
shadowy face look at the map intensely.
Then all of a sudden, I saw a sight that I believe shall be forever branded
in my mind’s eye. I saw a very large red arm appear behind this man, and I
watched as it stretched out its hand toward this man. It was a dark, dirty red
color and the hand was like a claw with long pointed black dirty ﬁngernails.
I have no other way to describe this. I watched as the hand began stroking
this man on his head like a child would pet, a much beloved pet!!! Although
I knew it was a spiritual petting because it didn’t ru'e this man’s hair, I
could still see it was having a physical and spiritual even deadly eﬀect on
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him somehow! I could feel the evil grow inside this man with each stroke
of the red hand. Then I heard a voice speak from the direction of this red,
giant, horrible hand. I heard it say in the most seductive, yet purely evil
voice I have ever encountered before in my dreams and in reality, and it
said, ”Soon Vladimir…soon! Soon my pet!ﬂ
As the voice spoke my whole body shuddered and the shadow began fading
like wisps blown by the wind which, when moved aside, allowed me to now
see this man s identity! I saw this evil man’s face. It is the face of Vladimir
Putin, the current president of Russia, the bear. I realized now that I was
in Russia, and at this knowledge I was jolted out of my sleep. I jumped
hurriedly out of my bed and came straight to my kitchen table, and I began
praying. Then I began writing, and then I began crying. Crying for us in
America and our broken world.
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